


Staffed with a highly professional and  experienced technical support  team, Leadshine can

help its customers to increase productivity, reduce design & selection risks, and minimize

the product development  time. We are able to support  our customers through email, 

telephone, field support,  product studying conference, and some other  approaches.

You can contact Leadshine technical support by phone at 86-755-2641-8447,  by fax at 86-

755-2640-2718, or by email at tech@leadshine.com.

Leadshine is proud of its talented research & development  team, which is  one of the best in 

the motion control  industry. We are capable of designing world-class products which can

meet high requirements  of our customers.  Many innovative designs and products from

Leadshine have been awarded for patents by Chinese government.

Founded in 1997,  Leadshine Motion Technology Ltd. specializes in developing, manufacturing,  and distributing high-quality  cost-effective motion control

products. Its products include motion controllers,  stepping drives and motors, DC servo  products, AC servo products, and power supplies.  Leadshine 

serves various industrial  and OEM customers  in Asia, Europe, North/South America, Africa and Australia.

Leadshine is one of the LARGEST manufacturers of motion control products around  the world. Leading by an MIT PhD graduate, Leadshine's  R&D 

team of 80  talented engineers is  capable of designing high-quality motion control  products based on the latest technologies.  Leadsine's manufacturing 

facilities are ISO-9001 certified and professionally  staffed.

Leadshine is committed to provide its  customers with world-class motion control products at highly competitive prices. "LEADING technology and 

SHINING value" is  always what Leadshine intends to offer to its customers.

Leadshine has been awarded the ISO 9001 registration for quality management practices

since September 2004.  The certification is  a testimony of  Leadshine's commitment to

provide its customers with high quality  products and services.

Since the formation in 1997, Leadshine has been investing heavily 
in research and development for the  newest motion technology. 
Leadshine owns a large number of  patents and copyrights  on its 
hardware and software of its products.  Before released to  its 
customers, all Leadshine products have been  verified and tested in 
Leadshine's state-of-the-art laboratory.

Leadshine product quality  is guaranteed by an ISO-certified 
manufacturing system which  includes rigorous supplier  selection, 
incoming parts QC,  in-process QC, final QA, and 24-hour  aging 
test. The certification is a testimony of Leadshine's commitment  to 
provide its customers with high quality  products and services.

All Leadshine's products have to past QC and 24-hour  aging test, 
making the usual  return & repair rate is under 0.5%. And that is
why Leadshine can offer  warranty period (18  months) 
than most other  motion control product manufacturers.

LONGER

Leadshine's professional and  experienced technical team can help 
customers to reduce design and selection risks, and minimize
product development time through support of  email, field support,
exhibitions, product studying conference, and etc.

mailto:tech@leadshine.com


Currently, Leadshine offers two main series of 2-phase microstepping 
drives, the digital DM series and analog M series. The high performance 
DM drives are based on  powerful 32-bit DSP control technology. Their 
features include super-low stepping noise,  anti-resonance, low-speed 
ripple smoothing, and low motor heating. The low-cost M drives employ 
precise analog current control and are characterized by superior high-
speed torque, relatively low stepping noise, and low motor heating.
Leadshine also supplies 3-phase digital and analog stepping drives.

Leadshine offers 2-phase and 3-phase stepping motors from NEMA frame 
size 14 to 51. Made of high quality cold roll  sheet copper and anti-high 
temperature permanent magnet, Leadshine's stepping  motors are highly 
reliable and generate low motor heating. Because of their nice  internal 
damping characteristics, those stepping motors  can run very smoothly and
have no obvious resonance area within the whole speed ranges.

Leadshine's full line of  motion controllers includes single and multi-axis, 
bus-based and stand-alone controllers. Available interface options for 
international markets include PCI, USB, RS232 and Ethernet for the
moment. Leadshine's controllers provide high speed performance and can 
handle many modes of motion  such as point-to-point positioning, jogging,
linear and circular interpolation, continuous  interpolation and helix 
interpolation.

Leadshine's brushless servos include ACS and ACH series DSP-based
fully digital servo drives and ACM and BLM series brushless AC and DC 
servo motors. Because of their  high performance and highly competitive 
price, they are ideal for  replacing many popular AC servo drives available
on the market. 

Leadshine's brush servos include DCS series DSP-based fully digital 
servo drives and DCM series brush servo motors. The drives support 
command inputs of step and direction, analog input. Whether your
application requires torque mode operation,  accurate speed / velocity 
control or positioning, you may find the right drive to  meet your 
requirements.

Leadshine offers two series power supplies, including SPS series 
switching mode power supplies and PS series linear power supplies. 
These power supplies are specially  designed to power inductive loads
generated in stepping and servo  systems. Features include low cost  and 
high reliability. 



Many different components are used in a variety of combinations  to create a modern motion  control system. Usually, the 
system will be comprised of  the following basic elements: controller, drive/amplifier, actuator. And for a more integrated motion
control system will be comprised of feedback, operator interface and host, besides elements mentioned above. A simplified 
block diagram of a motion control system would appear as  shown below.

* Operator Interface and Host
Operator interface and host are/is  present to input control logic,  modify programs, or provide real  time operations, such as 
system shut down or schedule changes.

* Controller
The controller acts as brain of the system by taking  the desired target positions and motion profiles and creating the
trajectories for the motors to follow. It will include a means of entering a set  of instructions or code into its memory which are 
then translated into a series of electrical pulses or analog  signals and output to a  drive for controlling some type of actuator. 

* Drive/Amplifier
The drive/amplifier receives the signals from the controller and generate  the current required to drive  or turn the actuator.

* Actuator
The actuator provides the actual  physical motion and will be  closely coupled to the design  characteristics of the drive. The
drive/actuator set may be any  one of several different design classifications. Typically, but by no means  always, they will the 
form of an electronic drive and an electric motor. Other common means of motion are pneumatic or hydraulic actuators. 

* Feedback Device
There are a wide variety of feedback devices that are  commonly used in motion control  systems today which provide 
information on linear or rotary motion, such as optical encoders, magnetic encoders and resolvers.





The most common drive modes are full-step, half-step and microstepping.

FULL-STEP MODE: This is the basic stepping driving mode, it offers the simplest  control electronics and it is
recommended for high and medium frequency operation. At these frequencies, the inertia  of the motor and the load 
smooth out the torque, resulting in less vibration and noise compared to low-speed operation.

HALF-STEP MODE: Half-step gives smoother movement at low step rates compared to  full-step and can be used to 
lower resonances at low speeds.  Half-step doubles the system resolution.  Observe that for most stepping motors, the 
step accuracy specification only is  valid for 2-phase-on positions. The accuracy  is lower and the stop-position hysteresis 
is larger for 1-phase-on positions.

MICROSTEPPING: The smoothest movement at low frequencies can be achieved with  microstepping. If resonance-
free movement at low step rates is important, the microstepping drive is the best choice.  Microstepping can also be 
used to increase stop position  accuracy beyond the normal motor  limits.

Leadshine' stepping drives cover all  drive modes. Both our digital  stepping drives and analog stepping drives can 
operate in full-step, half-step and  microstepping modes.

Leadshine's stepping drives cover a  broad operating voltage range, from 12VDC to 80VDC or 18VAC to 220VAC. And most of Leadshine's 
stepping drives have over-voltage and over-current protection functions. All of Leadshine's stepping drives use DIP switches to set  motor's 
operating current, and all of  them have automatic idle-current reduction function. 

The output torque and power  from a stepping motor are  determined by the operating current,  motor size, motor heat sinking,  motor winding, 
and the type of the drive used. You can get much different performances from a given motor by choosing different type  stepping drives.

There are some commonly-used drive types, such as unipolar constant  voltage drive, unipolar L/nR constant  voltage drive, unipolar timed bi-
level drive, unipolar constant current  drive, unipolar constant current drive and bipolar constant current microstepping drive.The highest output 
power and motor utilization for a given motor is achieved with the bipolar constant current  drive. DC-losses is kept at  a minimum due to 
maximum utilization of the copper in the winding and no power losses from leakage inductance and snubbing circuits since every  winding only 
consists of one part.

Bipolar constant current microstepping drive is an improved version of  the basic full- and half-step bipolar constant-current drive. Here, the
winding currents form a sine/cosine pair. This greatly improves low frequency performances by  eliminating overshot movements, ringing, and
resonances. Performances at medium and high-stepping rates are close to  those of full- and half-step.  This drive uses the same power  stage 
as the bipolar constant-current drive, but extra electronics for setting the sine/cosine current levels are used. Microstepping can also increase
resolution and step accuracy of  the stepping systems.

Although both regulated and unregulated power supplies can be used  to power the drives, unregulated power supplies are preferred due to 
their ability to withstand current  surge. The power supply voltage must be within the drive's  allowable operating voltage range. Beyond that, 
the choice of voltage is  dependent on the application and the motor used. 

Higher supply voltage can increase motor torque at higher speeds,  being helpful for avoiding losing  steps. However, higher voltage may cause 
bigger motor vibration at lower  speed, and may also cause over-voltage protection or even drive damage. Therefore, it is suggested to  choose 
only a sufficiently high supply voltage  for intended application, and use power supplies with theoretical output  voltage of at least 10% below 
drive's maximum input voltage, leaving  room for power fluctuation and back-EMF.

For a given motor, higher drive current  will make the motor output  more torque, but it also causes more heating in the motor and the drive. 
Therefore, output current is generally  set to be such that  the motor will not overheat  for long time operation. Phase current rating supplied by 
motor manufacturer is important when setting a drives output current,  however the setting also depends on the leads and motor connections. 
Since parallel and serial connections of motor coils will significantly  change the resulting inductance and  resistance, it is important to  set drive 
output current based on motor's  phase current and connection types.

A stepping motor requires an electrical sequencer  and it is called a stepping drive. The stepping drive is  one of the key components in a 
stepping system. When you select a stepping drive for the special application, you can follow the following steps. Firstly, you should choose 
the drive type and determine the drive operating mode. Secondly, choose right supply  voltage and output current according with the 
application and the motor. In the end, you should consider whether the acceptable control signals of the  drive are right for those of your 
motion controller or not. Of  course, the price of the chose drive should be acceptable  too.

Since releasing its  first stepping drive in 1997, Leadshine  has been designing stepping drives to  satisfy the requirements of its customers.  Today,
Leadshine is one of the LARGEST stepping drive manufacturers in the world.  Every year, over 600,000 Leadshine stepping drives  are implemented 
in thousands of  applications around the world. The applications include CNC routers,  laser machines, electronic equipment, packaging equipment,
textile equipment, pick-and-place  device, and so on.

Currently, Leadshine offers two main series of  2-phase microstepping drives, the digital DM series and analog M series. The high-performance DM 
drives are based  on powerful 32-bit  DSP control technology. Their features include anti-resonance, low-speed ripple smoothing, super-low stepping 
noise, and low motor heating. The low-cost M drives employ precise analog current control and  are characterized by superior high-speed torque,
relatively low stepping noise, and low motor heating. Leadshine also supplies 3-phase digital and analog stepping drives.



Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA frame size 8 to 51. Can be used in various kinds of machines, 
such as laser cutters, laser markers, medical equipment, high precision X-Y tables, measurement devices, pneumatic 
markers, and so on. Their unique features make them ideal for applications desired for low noise, high smoothness, high 
precision and high speed performance.

Leadshine's DM series fully digital stepping drives are DSP-based innovative products adopting the latest stepping 
control technology. The DM series drives include the DM320C, DM422C, DM432C, DM442, DM556, DM870, 3DM683 
and DM1182 for the moment. These drives deliver the same level of features and performance as global leading brands, 
and can significantly improve the performance of stepping systems. 

Lower Drive Heating
Drive heating is  up to 20% lower than a
normal driver, offering higher system 
stability.

Motor temperature is  lower 
than using a  traditional drive, longer
motor lifetime can be achieved.

0 010 C to 20 CMulti-Stepping allows a low resolution step  input to 
produce a higher microstep output for  smooth 
system performance.

Motor self-test and parameter auto-
setup technology, offers optimum
responses with different motors.

Increase torque up to 30% at  high speed. 
3000 RPM or even higher speed can be 
achieved by a normal motor.

Command signal smoothing  can soften the  effect of 
immediate change in  velocity and direction,  delivering 
smoother system performance.

Electronic damping for 3 major resonance frequency at low speed range, eliminating undesirable motor speed  oscillation and making the DM series
deliver unique level of smoothness.

Dramatically reduces about
70% motor noise.

Stepping systems resonate  at mid-range. The DM series drives
can calculate the  system's natural frequency  and apply 
damping to control  algorithm for anti-resonance.

Sensorless stall detection  eliminates 
cost of feedback  device and cabling.



Tips:
1. Users should perform motor self-test and auto-setup function when powering up the system (with the motor) for first time, or 

changing to a new motor different from the old one.
2. The SW switches of the DIP switch should be in DEFAULT mode if needs the drives operate at software configured mode, including 

output current and microstep resolution settings. ProTuner and STU-DM can be used for these settings.
3. ONLY ProTuner can be use to configure advanced settings, such as anti-resonance parameter settings.
4. The number times the RED led turns on in one time periodic indicates what protection has been activated. See the relevant user 

manual.

The DM series drives have a motor self-test and auto-setup function, and this function is suitable for most of applications. 
However, if the user wants to configure  advanced settings for better performance (i.e. anti-resonance parameters), PC based
and handheld configuration & tuning  tools, including ProTuner and STU-DM can be supplied to meet different requirements 
and configuration & tuning environments.

When not in software configured 
mode(or default mode, see screen 
printings on the drives.), output current 
is set by SW1, 2, 3 of the DIP switch 
and microstep resolution is set by SW5, 
6 (7, 8) of the DIP switch. SW4 is for 
standstill current setting and motor self-
test & auto-setup function (2 status 
changes in 1 second will perform motor 
self-test & auto-setup.).

Similar to Leadshine's other drives, the DM series drives  also have two connectors. Connector P1 for control signal
connections, and connector P2 for power and motor connections.  Users do not need to change wiring when upgrading
stepping systems. An additional RS232 communication interface of the DM series drives is used for parameter configuration. 
The follow figure shows a brief description of the  connectors and serial interface. 

Upload & Download parameter settings
PI parameter settings for current loop
Output current setting
Microstep resolution setting, from 1 to 512
PUL/DIR or CW/CCW mode configuration
DIR logic level setting
Active edge of pulse signal setting
Read the latest failure event and clear the event

* Leadshine offers a special cable for communication between the 
drive and the STU-DM handheld tuner. 

Upload and Download parameter settings
PI parameter settings for current loop
Output current setting
Microstep resolution setting, from 1 to 512
PUL/DIR or CW/CCW mode configuration
DIR logic level setting
Active edge of pulse signal setting
Electronic damping coefficient setting
Anti-resonance parameter settings for 3 resonance area
Parameter settings for self motion test (with trapezoidal velocity 
profile)
Read the latest 10 failure events and clear these events

*   1 PC RS232 interface is necessary.
**  Leadshine offers a cable for interfacing the drive to an RS232 
port on the computer. USB-to-RS232 converter is available.



Introduction

Applications

The DM320C is a versatility fully digital stepping drive based on a DSP with advanced control 
algorithm. It brings a unique level of system smoothness, providing  optimum torque and nulls 
mid-range instability. Motor auto-identification and parameter auto-configuration technology 
offers optimum response with different motors. The driven motors can run with much lower
noise, lower heating, smoother movement than most stepping drives on the market. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA8 to NEMA23. It can be used in 
various kinds of machines, such as medical machines, laser cutters,  laser markers, high 
precision X-Y tables, labelling machines, and so on. Its unique features make the DM320C an 
ideal solution for applications that require low-speed smoothness.

Microstep resolution and output current are  programmable. When not in 
software configured mode,  the drive uses  a 6-bit DIP switch to set
microstep resolution and motor operating current,  as shown below:

Microstep resolution is programmable. When not in software configured mode,  microstep resolution is set by SW5, 6 
of the DIP switch

 programmable. When not in software configured mode, operating current is  set by SW1,2,3 of the 
DIP switch

Recommended to use power supplies  with output of +18 VDC  to +24 VDC, leaving room for power fluctuation and 
back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for  power and alarm signals. When the Green LED is   on means the drive 
is powered up, and when the Red LED is  on means the drive is in fault status. When  in fault status, the motor shaft 
will be free. Reset the drive by re-powering it to  make it function properly after removing problem(s). See its manual
for more information.

. In order to avoid losing steps, do not change  the microstep resolution on the fly.
Output current is

. Up to 2.0 A. Select a current setting closest to your motor's  required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction, self-test  and auto-setup functions. When the former active, 
the current will automatically reduced to 60% of the selected  operating current 0.4 second after the last pulse. 

2Theoretically, this will reduce motor heating to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
If the user changes the status/position of SW4 twice in  1 second, the drive will self-test the driving motor and auto-
setup control parameters, offering optimum performance with different motors.. 
PUL+ and PUL- are for the pulse command signal. DIR+  and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and
ENA- are for the enable/ disable control signal. ALM+ and ALM- are for the alarm signal. Series connect  resistors for 
current-limiting when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two  wires for a coil to the drive will 
reverse default motion direction.

Microstep resolution and output current are programmable. When not  in 
software configured mode,  the drive uses a 6-bit DIP switch to set
microstep resolution, and motor operating current,  as shown below:

Microstep resolution is programmable. When not in software configured mode,  microstep resolution is set by SW5, 6 
of the DIP switch

 programmable. When not in software configured mode, operating current is  set by SW1,2,3 of the 
DIP switch

Recommended to use power supplies with output of +18 VDC   to +36 VDC, leaving room for power fluctuation and 
back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power and alarm signals. When the Green LED is  on means the drive 
is powered up, and when the Red LED is  on means the drive is in fault status. When in fault status, the motor shaft 
will be free. Reset the drive by re-powering it to  make it function properly after removing problem(s). See its manual
for more information.

. In order to avoid losing steps, do not change  the microstep resolution on the fly.
Output current is

. Up to 2.2A. Select a current setting closest  to your motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction, self-test  and auto-setup function. When the former active, 
the current will automatically reduced to 60% of the selected operating current 0.4 second after the last pulse. 

2Theoretically, this will reduce motor heating to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
If the user changes the status/position of SW4 twice in  1 second, the drive will self-test the driving motor and  auto-
setup control parameters, offering optimum performance with different motors.. 
OPTO is for the opto-coupler power supply, typically+5V. PUL is for the pulse command signal. DIR is for the 
direction control signal. ENA is for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors  for current-limiting 
when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a coil to the drive will 
reverse default motion direction.

Introduction

Applications

The DM422C is a versatility fully digital stepping drive based on a DSP with advanced control 
algorithm. It brings a unique level of system smoothness, providing optimum torque and nulls 
mid-range instability. Motor auto-identification and parameter auto-configuration technology 
offers optimum response with different motors. The driven motors can run with much lower
noise, lower heating, smoother movement than most stepping drives on the market. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA8 to NEMA23. It can be used in 
various kinds of machines, such as medical machines, laser cutters,  laser markers, high 
precision X-Y tables, labelling machines, and so on. Its unique features make the DM422C an 
ideal solution for applications that require low-speed smoothness.

DM Series Digital  Stepping Drives



Microstep resolution is programmable. When not in software configured mode,  microstep resolution is set by SW5, 6, 7, 
8 of the DIP switch

 programmable. When not in software configured mode, operating current is  set by SW1,2,3 of the DIP 
switch

Recommended to  use power supplies with output of +18 VDC  to +36 VDC, leaving room for power fluctuation and 
back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by re-powering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s). See its manual for
more information.

. In order to avoid losing steps, do not change the microstep resolution on the  fly.
Output current is

. Up to 3.2 A. Select a  current setting closest to your motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction, self-test  and auto-setup function. When the  former active, 
the current will automatically reduced to 60% of the selected operating current 0.4 second after  the last pulse. 

2Theoretically, this will reduce motor heating to 36%  (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
If the user changes the status/position of SW4 twice in  1 second, the drive will  self-test the driving motor and auto-
setup control parameters, offering optimum performance with different motors.. 
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and  ENA- 
are for the enable/disable control  signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.

Introduction

Applications

The DM432C is a versatility fully digital stepping drive based on a DSP with advanced control 
algorithm. It brings a unique level of system smoothness, providing optimum torque and nulls 
mid-range instability. Motor auto-identification and parameter auto-configuration technology 
offers optimum response with different motors. The driven motors can run with much lower
noise, lower heating, smoother movement than most stepping drives  on the market. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA8 to NEMA23. It can be used in 
various kinds of machines, such as medical machines, laser cutters,  laser markers, high 
precision X-Y tables, labelling machines, and so on. Its unique features make the DM432C an 
ideal solution for applications that require low-speed smoothness.

Microstep resolution and  output current are programmable. When not  in 
software configured mode,  the drive uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set
microstep resolution, and  motor operating current, as shown below:

Introduction

Applications

The DM442 is a versatility fully digital stepping drive based on a DSP with advanced control 
algorithm. It brings a unique level of system smoothness, providing  optimum torque, nulls mid-range 
instability and good high speed performance. Motor auto-identification and parameter  auto-
configuration technology offers optimum response with different motors. The driven motors can run 
with much lower noise, lower heating, smoother movement than most stepping drives on the market. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA10 to NEMA23. It can be used in various 
kinds of machines, such as medical machines, laser cutters, laser markers, high precision X-Y tables, 
labelling machines, and so on. Its unique features make the DM442 an ideal solution for applications 
that require low-speed smoothness and good high speed performance..

Microstep resolution is programmable. When not in software configured mode,  microstep resolution is set by SW5, 6, 7, 
8 of the DIP switch

 programmable. When it's not in  software configured mode, operating current  is set by SW1,2,3 of  the 
DIP switch

Recommended to use power supplies with output of +18 VDC to +36 VDC, leaving room for power fluctuation and 
back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means  the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by re-powering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s). See its manual for
more information.

. In order to avoid losing steps, do not change  the microstep resolution on the fly.
Output current is

. Up to 4.2 A. Select a  current setting closest to your motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction, self-test and auto-setup function. When the former active, 
the current will automatically reduced to 60% of the selected operating current 0.4 second after  the last pulse. 

2Theoretically, this will reduce motor heating to 36%  (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
If the user changes the status/position of SW4 twice in  1 second, the drive will  self-test the driving motor and auto-
setup control parameters, offering optimum performance with different motors.. 
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are the for  direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or  +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection  of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.

Microstep resolution and output current are  programmable. When not  in 
software configured mode, the drive uses  an 8-bit DIP switch to set
microstep resolution, and motor operating current,  as shown below:



Introduction

Applications

The DM856 is a versatility fully digital stepping drive based on a DSP with advanced control algorithm. 
It brings a unique level of system smoothness, providing optimum torque, nulls mid-range instability 
and good high speed performance. Motor auto-identification and parameter auto-configuration
technology offers optimum response with different motors. The driven motors can run with  much 
lower noise, lower heating, smoother movement than most stepping drives on the market. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA17 to NEMA34. It can be used in various 
kinds of machines, such as medical machines, laser cutters, laser markers, high precision X-Y tables, 
labelling machines, and so on. Its unique features make the  DM856 an ideal solution for applications 
that require low-speed smoothness and good high speed performance.

Microstep resolution is programmable. When not in software configured mode,  microstep resolution is set by SW5, 6, 7, 
8 of the DIP switch

is programmable. When not in  software configured mode, operating current  is set by SW1,2,3 of the DIP 
switch

Recommended to use power supplies   with output of +20 VDC to +68 VDC, leaving room for power fluctuation and 
back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by re-powering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s). See its manual for
more information.

. In order to avoid  losing steps, do not change the microstep resolution on the fly.
Output current 

. Up to 5.6 A. Select a  current setting closest to your  motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the  automatic standstill current reduction, self-test  and auto-setup function. When the  former active, the 
current will automatically reduced to  60% of the selected operating current 0.4 second after the last pulse. Theoretically, 

2this will reduce motor heating  to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
If the user changes the status/position of SW4 twice in  1 second, the drive will  self-test the driving motor and auto-
setup control parameters, offering optimum performance with different motors.. 
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and  ENA- 
are for the enable/disable control  signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.

Microstep resolution and  output current are programmable. When not  in 
software configured mode,  the drive uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set
microstep resolution, and motor operating current,  as shown below:

Microstep resolution and output current are programmable. When not  in 
software configured mode, the drive uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set
microstep resolution, and motor operating current,  as shown below:

Introduction

Applications

The DM556 is a versatility fully digital stepping drive based on a DSP with advanced control algorithm. 
It brings a unique level of system smoothness, providing optimum torque, nulls mid-range instability 
and good high speed performance. Motor auto-identification and parameter auto-configuration
technology offers optimum response with different motors. The driven motors can run with  much 
lower noise, lower heating, smoother movement than most stepping drives on the market. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA17 to NEMA34. It can be used in various 
kinds of machines, such as medical machines, laser cutters, laser markers, high precision X-Y tables, 
labelling machines, and so on. Its unique features make the  DM556 an ideal solution for applications 
that require low-speed smoothness and good high speed performance..

Microstep resolutions is programmable. When not in software configured mode,  microstep resolution is set by  SW5, 6, 
7, 8 of the DIP switch

 programmable. When it's not in software configured mode, operating current  is set by SW1,2,3 of  the 
DIP switch

Recommended to use power supplies   with output of +20 VDC to +45 VDC, leaving room for power fluctuation and 
back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means  the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by re-powering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s). See its manual for
more information.

. In order to avoid losing steps, do not change the microstep resolution on the  fly.
Output current is

. Up to 5.6 A. Select a  current setting closest to your motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the  automatic standstill current reduction, self-test  and auto-setup function. When the  former active, the 
current will automatically reduced to  60% of the selected operating current 0.4 second after the  last pulse. Theoretically, 

2this will reduce motor heating  to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
If the user changes the status/position of SW4 twice in  1 second, the drive will  self-test the driving motor and auto-
setup control parameters, offering optimum performance with different motors.. 
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and  ENA- 
are for the enable/disable control  signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.



Introduction

Applications

The 3DM683 is a versatility fully digital 3-phase stepping drive  based on a DSP with advanced 
control algorithm. It brings a unique level of system smoothness,  providing optimum torque, nulls mid-
range instability and good high speed performance. Motor auto-identification and  parameter auto-
configuration technology offers optimum response with different motors. The driven motors can run 
with much lower noise, lower heating, smoother movement than most stepping drives on the market. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA17  to NEMA34. It can be used in various 
kinds of machines, such as medical machines, laser cutters,  laser markers, high precision X-Y tables, 
labelling machines, and so on. Its unique features make the  3DM683 an ideal solution for 
applications that require low-speed smoothness and good high speed performance..

Microstep resolution is programmable. When not in software configured mode,  microstep resolution is set by SW5, 6, 7, 
8 of the DIP switch

 programmable. When not in software configured mode, operating current is  set by SW1,2,3 of the
DIP switch

Recommended to use power supplies  with output of +20 VDC to +48 VDC, leaving room for power fluctuation and 
back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the  Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive by re-powering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s). See its manual for
more information.

. In order to avoid losing steps, do not change  the microstep resolution on the fly.
Output current is

. Up to 8.3 A. Select a  current setting closest to your motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction, self-test  and auto-setup function. When the former active, 
the current will automatically reduced to 60% of the selected operating current 0.4 second after  the last pulse. 

2Theoretically, this will reduce motor heating to 36%  (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
If the user changes the status/position of SW4 twice in  1 second, the drive will  self-test the driving motor and auto-
setup control parameters, offering optimum performance with different motors.. 
PUL+ and PUL- are for the pulse command signal. DIR+  and DIR- are for the  direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or  +24V is used.
U, V, W  are for motor connections. Exchanging the  connection of two wires to  the drive will reverse default motion 
direction.

Microstep resolution and output current are programmable. When not  in 
software configured mode,  the drive uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set
microstep resolution, and motor operating current,  as shown below:

Microstep resolution is programmable. When not in software configured mode,  microstep resolution is set by SW5, 6, 7, 
8 of the DIP switch

 programmable. When not in software configured mode, operating current is  set by SW1,2,3 of the DIP 
switch

Recommended to  use power supplies  with output of +20 VDC to +68 VDC, leaving room for power fluctuation and 
back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by re-powering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s). See its manual for
more information.

. In order to avoid  losing steps, do not change the microstep resolution on the  fly.
Output current is

. Up to 7.0 A. Select a  current setting closest to your motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the  automatic standstill current reduction, self-test  and auto-setup function. When the  former active, the 
current will automatically reduced to  60% of the selected operating current 0.4 second after the  last pulse. Theoretically, 

2this will reduce motor heating  to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
If the user changes the status/position of SW4 twice in  1 second, the drive will  self-test the driving motor and auto-
setup control parameters, offering optimum performance with different motors.. 
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and  ENA- 
are for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or  +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.

Microstep resolution and output current are programmable. When not  in 
software configured mode, the drive uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set
microstep resolution, and motor operating current,  as shown below:

Introduction

Applications

The DM870 is a versatility fully digital stepping drive  based on a DSP with advanced control algorithm. 
It brings a unique level of system smoothness, providing  optimum torque, nulls mid-range instability 
and good high speed performance. Motor auto-identification and parameter auto-configuration
technology offers optimum response with different motors. The driven motors can run with  much 
lower noise, lower heating, smoother movement than most stepping  drives on the market. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA17  to NEMA34. It can be used in various 
kinds of machines, such as medical machines, laser cutters,  laser markers, high precision X-Y tables, 
labelling machines, and so on. Its unique features make the  DM870 an ideal solution for applications 
that require low-speed smoothness and good high speed performance.



The M series drives can accept differential and single-ended inputs, including  open-collector and PNP signals. The drives have 3 optically 
isolated logic inputs which are located on connector P1 to  accept line driver control signals.  The inputs are isolated to  minimize or eliminate 
electrical noises coupling onto the drive control signals. Use line  driver control signals to increase noise immunity of a drive in interference 
environments. In the following figures,  connections to open-collector and PNP signals are illustrated. In order to  avoid some fault operations 
and deviations, PUL, DIR and ENA should abide by the timing rules  shown in the following timing diagram. Connections and timing diagram
of control signals are shown  in the following figures.

o o o o1. Working temperature for M series drives should below 70 C (158 F); and motor working temperature should below 80 C (176 F). Use 
automatic idle-current function to reduce drive and motor heating when a motor stops. Use forced cooling to cool the system if necessary.
2. To improve anti-interference performance of the system, use twisted pair shielded cable for control  signals and correctly ground the  system. 
To prevent noise coupling on pulse/direction signals, pulse/direction signal  wires, motor wires and power wires should not be tied  up together. 
Separate them by at least 10 centimeters (4 inches) to  avoid disturbing signals generated by  a stepping motor, which can easily disturb pulse 
and direction signals and cause motor position error, system instability and other  failures.
3. Don't pull and plug motor or power wires while  a stepping drive is powered  ON, because there is high current flowing through motor coils
(even stopped). Doing that would result in extremely high voltage  surge, and could damage the drive.
4. If a power supply serves multiple drives, separately connecting  the drives (each in a  star arrangements) is recommended instead of daisy-
chain arrangement. Contact Leadshine technical  support for detail by phone  at 86-755-2641-8447, by fax at  86-755-2640-2718, or by email at
tech@leadshine.com.

The  generation of economical high performance stepping drives
Self-adjustment technology, providing optimal performance with different motors

 Precise current control technology with less motor heating
7 models, covering 20 VDC to 112VDC or 18 VAC to 80VAC operating voltage ranges
Excellent high-speed performance

 Smoother movement at low-speed
 Lower motor noise and heating than most analog stepping drives on the market
 Replace or upgrade all old M series drives

rd3

The new M series drives are the latest analog stepping drives Leadshine has developed after more than 12 years R&D experiences. 
These drives provide better performance and offer higher performance-price ratios. They are the most cost-effective stepping drives on 
the market. 

The new M series stepping drives employ Leadshine's innovative patented control technologies. With the adoption of its pioneer "pure-
sinusoidal current control technology" and the latest "self-adjustment technology", those drives can effectively reduce current ripples and 
mid-range vibration, enabling different motors to run at optimal performance and with lower heating. They can also eliminate drawbacks 
of difficulty of driving various motors, such as high heating with smaller inductance motors, low high-speed torque with large inductance 
motors, poor performance under low voltage, and high motor heating under high voltage.

The new M series stepping drives use three digital filters which greatly improve anti-interference performance, and increase the 
precision and stability of machines. 

The new M series includes seven models. DC input models include the M550/M760/M860 V5.0/M880A, and AC & DC input models 
include the MA550/MA860/MA860H. Suitable to drive 2-phase stepping motors (form NEMA17 to 42) using in industrial and office 
automation applications. The  AC  input models cut cost by using a simpler power supply (ie. a transformer without power rectifier). 

mailto:tech@leadshine.com


Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or +24V used.  R=1K (>0.25W) if VCC=12V; R=2K (>0.25W) if VCC=24V. Make 
sure that the current through the opto-coupler is between 7 mA and 16 mA.
In order to avoid faults in operations, PUL, DIR and ENA  signals should abide by the timing rules shown in this timing diagram.

This M542 uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set microstep resolution, 
and motor operating current, as shown below.

15 selectable microstep resolutions up  to 256,00 steps/rev. Set by SW5, 6, 7,  8 of the DIP switch. In  order to avoid 
losing steps, do not change the microstep on the fly.
The first three bits (SW1,  2, 3) of the DIP switch are used to set the operating current, which is up to 4.2 A. Select a 
current setting closest to your  motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction function.  When this function is active,  the current will 
automatically reduced to 60% of  the selected operating current 0.4  second after the last pulse. Theoretically, this will 

2reduce motor heating to 36%  (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/disable control  signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.
Recommended to use power supplies  with theoretical output of +20 VDC to +45 VDC, leaving room for power 
fluctuation and back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators  on the drive for power and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means  the drive is 
powered up, and when the Red LED is on means  the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by re-powering it to make  it function properly after removing problem(s).

Introduction

Applications

The M542 is a high performance microstepping drive based on pure-sinusoidal current control 
and self-adjustment (self-adjust current control parameters according to different motors) 
technologies. Driven motors can run with lower noise, lower heating, smoother movement 
and have better performance at higher speed than most drives on the market. It is suitable for 
driving 2-phase and 4-phase hybrid stepping motors from NEMA14 to NEMA34. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors from NEMA size 14 to NEMA34.  Widely used in 
various kinds of machines, such as CNC routers, labelling machines, laser machines, X-Y 
tables, pick-place devices, and so on. Particularly suitable for the applications require low 
cost, low noise, low heating and high speed performance.



This M550 uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set microstep resolution, 
and motor operating current, as shown below.

15 selectable microstep resolutions up to 256,00 steps/rev. Set by SW5, 6, 7,  8 of the DIP switch. In  order to avoid 
losing steps, do not change the microstep on the fly.
The first three bits (SW1,  2, 3) of the DIP switch are used to set the operating current, which is up to 5.0 A. Select a 
current setting closest to your  motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction function. When this function is active,  the current will 
automatically reduced to 60% of  the selected operating current 0.4  second after the last pulse.  Theoretically, this will 

2reduce motor heating to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.
Recommended to use power supplies with theoretical output of +20 VDC to +45 VDC, leaving room for power 
fluctuation and back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the Red LED is on means  the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive by re-powering it to make  it function properly after removing problem(s).

Introduction

Applications

The M550 is a high performance microstepping drive based on pure-sinusoidal current control 
and self-adjustment (self-adjust current control parameters according to different motors) 
technologies. Driven motors can run with lower noise, lower heating, smoother movement and 
have better performance at higher speed than most drives on the market. It is suitable for 
driving 2-phase and 4-phase hybrid stepping motors from NEMA14 to NEMA34. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors from NEMA size 14 to NEMA34.  Widely used in 
various kinds of machines, such as CNC routers, labelling machines, laser machines, X-Y 
tables, pick-place devices, and so on. Particularly suitable for the applications require low cost, 
low noise, low heating and high speed performance.

16 selectable microstep resolutions up  to 512,00 steps/rev. Set by SW5, 6, 7,  8 of the DIP switch. In  order to avoid 
losing steps, do not change  the microstep on the fly.
The first three bits (SW1,  2, 3) of the DIP switch  are used to set the operating current, which is up  to 6.0A. Select a 
current setting closest to your  motor's required current.
SW4 is used for the  automatic standstill current reduction function.  When this function is active, the current will 
automatically reduced to 60% of  the selected operating current 0.4 second after the last pulse.  Theoretically, this will 

2reduce motor heating to 36%  (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the  direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/disable control  signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.
Recommended to use power supplies   with theoretical output of +20 VDC to +68VDC, leaving room for power 
fluctuation and back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the  Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by re-powering it to make  it function properly after removing problem(s).

This M760 uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set microstep resolution, 
and motor operating current, as shown below.

Introduction

Applications

The M760 is a high performance microstepping drive based on pure-sinusoidal current control 
and self-adjustment (self-adjust current control parameters according to different motors) 
technologies. Driven motors can run with lower noise, lower heating, smoother movement and 
have better performance at higher speed than most drives on the market. It is suitable for 
driving 2-phase and 4-phase hybrid stepping motors from NEMA14 to NEMA34. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors from NEMA14 to NEMA34.  Widely used in 
various kinds of machines, such as CNC routers, labelling machines, laser machines, X-Y 
tables, pick-place devices, and so on. Particularly suitable for the applications require low cost, 
low noise, low heating and  high speed performance.



16 selectable microstep resolutions up to 512,00 steps/rev. Set by SW5, 6, 7,  8 of the DIP switch. In  order to avoid 
losing steps, do not change the microstep on the fly.
The first three bits (SW1,  2, 3) of the DIP switch are used to set the operating current, which is up  to 7.2 A.. Select a 
setting closest to your motor's  required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction function.  When this function is active, the current will 
automatically reduced to 60% of the selected operating current 0.4  second after the last pulse.  Theoretically, this will 

2reduce motor heating to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
PUL+ and PUL- are for the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/disable control  signal. Series connect resistors for  current-limiting when +12V or +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.
Recommended to use power supplies  with theoretical output of +24 VDC to +68 VDC, leaving room for power 
fluctuation and back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive by re-powering it to make  it function properly after removing problem(s).

This M860 V5.0 uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set microstep 
resolution, and motor operating current, as shown below.

16 selectable microstep resolutions up to 512,00 steps/rev. Set by SW5, 6, 7,  8 of the DIP switch. In  order to avoid 
losing steps, do not change the microstep on the fly.
The first three bits (SW1,  2, 3) of the DIP switch  are used to set the operating current, which is up to 7.8 A.. Select a 
setting closest to your motor's  required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction function. When this function i active,  the current will 
automatically reduced to 60% of  the selected operating current 0.4  second after the last pulse.  Theoretically, this will 

2reduce motor heating to 36%  (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or  +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.
Recommended to use power supplies  with theoretical output of +24  VDC to +68 VDC, leaving room for power 
fluctuation and back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive   by re-powering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s).

Introduction

Applications

The M860 V5.0 is a high performance microstepping drive based on pure-sinusoidal current 
control and self-adjustment (self-adjust current control parameters according to different 
motors) technologies. Driven motors can run with lower noise, lower heating, smoother 
movement and have better performance at higher speed than most drives on the market. It is 
suitable for driving 2-phase and 4-phase hybrid stepping motors from NEMA23 to NEMA42. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors from NEMA23 to NEMA42. Widely used in 
various kinds of machines, such as CNC routers, cutting machines, packing devices, pick-
place devices, and so on. Particularly suitable for the applications require low noise and  high 
speed performance.

This M880A uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set microstep resolution, 
and motor operating current, as shown below.

Introduction

Applications

The M880A  is a high performance microstepping drive based on pure-sinusoidal current 
control and self-adjustment (self-adjust current control parameters according to different 
motors) technologies. Driven motors can run with lower noise, lower heating, smoother 
movement and have better performance at higher speed than most drives on the market. It is 
suitable for driving 2-phase and 4-phase hybrid stepping motors from NEMA23 to NEMA42. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors from NEMA23 to NEMA42. Widely used in 
various kinds of machines, such as CNC routers, cutting machines, electronic manufacturing, 
packing, pick-place devices, and so on. Particularly suitable for the applications require low 
cost, low noise and  high speed performance. M SERIES

DM SERIES 

DM320C

DM422C

DM432C

DM442

DM856

DM870

DM556

3DM683

M550

M760

M860 V5.0

M880A

MA860

MA860H

ND2282

M415B



16 selectable microstep resolutions up to 512,00 steps/rev. Set by SW5, 6, 7,  8 of the DIP switch. In  order to avoid 
losing steps, do not change the microstep on the fly.
The first three bits (SW1,  2, 3) of the DIP switch  are used to set the operating current, which is up to 7.2 A.. Select a 
setting closest to your motor's  required current.
SW4 is used for the automatic standstill current reduction function.  When this function is active, the current will 
automatically reduced to 60% of  the selected operating current 0.4  second after the last pulse.  Theoretically, this will 

2reduce motor heating to 36%  (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and  ENA- 
are for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or  +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.
Recommended to use power supplies   with theoretical output of 18 to 50VAC or +20 to 68VDC, leaving room for 
power fluctuation and back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by repowering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s).

Introduction

Applications

The MA860 is a high performance microstepping drive based on pure-sinusoidal current 
control and self-adjustment (self-adjust current control parameters according to different 
motors) technologies. Driven motors can run with lower noise, lower heating, smoother 
movement and have better performance at higher speed than most drives on the market. It is 
suitable for driving 2-phase and 4-phase hybrid stepping motors from NEMA23 to NEMA42. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors from NEMA23 to NEMA42.  Widely used in 
various kinds of machines, such as CNC routers, cutting machines, packing devices, pick-
place devices, and so on. Particularly suitable for the applications require low cost, low noise, 
low heating and  high speed performance.

This MA860 uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set microstep resolution, 
and motor operating current, as shown below.

This MA860H uses an 8-bit DIP switch to set microstep 
resolution, and motor operating current, as shown below.

16 selectable microstep resolutions up to 512,00 steps/rev. Set by SW5, 6, 7, 8 of the DIP switch. In  order to avoid 
losing steps, do not change the microstep on the fly.
The first three bits (SW1,  2, 3) of the DIP switch are used to set the operating current, which is up  to 7.2 A.. Select a 
setting closest to your motor's  required current.
SW4 is used for the  automatic standstill current reduction function. When this function is active,  the current will 
automatically reduced to 60% of the selected operating current 0.4  second after the last pulse.  Theoretically, this will 

2reduce motor heating to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
PUL+ and PUL- are for  the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or  +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will reverse 
default motion direction.
Recommended to use power supplies with theoretical output of 24 to 80VAC or + 36 to 112VDC, leaving room for
power fluctuation and back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the Red LED is on means  the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive by repowering it to make  it function properly after removing problem(s).

Introduction

Applications

The MA860H is a high performance microstepping drive based on pure-sinusoidal current 
control and self-adjustment (self-adjust current control parameters according to different 
motors) technologies. Driven motors can run with lower noise, lower heating, smoother 
movement and have better performance at higher speed than most drives on the market. It is 
suitable for driving 2-phase and 4-phase hybrid stepping motors from NEMA34 to NEMA42. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors from NEMA34 to NEMA42.  Widely used in 
various kinds of machines, such as CNC routers, cutting machines, packing devices, pick-
place devices, and so on. Particularly suitable for the applications require low noise, low 
heating and  high speed performance.



Introduction

Applications

The ND2282 is a high voltage, high performance and low  noise microstepping drive based on pure-
sinusoidal current control technology. It's suitable for driving 2-phase and 4-phase hybrid stepping motors.
Its advanced bipolar constant-current chopping and pure-sinusoidal current control technology  allows coil 
current to be well controlled with relatively small current ripple,  therefore smaller motor noise and less motor 
heating can be achieved. In addition, the ND2282 has a  built-in EMI filter and a built-in braking resistor 
which can make the drive operate with higher reliability. 

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors, from NEMA34  to NEMA51 used in large and medium 
automation machines and equipment, such as engraving machines, labeling machines, cutting machines, 
laser phototypesetting systems, plotting instruments, pick-place devices, and so on. Particularly adapt to 
the applications that require low motor noise, low motor heating,  high speed and high precision.

16 selectable microstep resolutions up to 25,600 steps/rev. .
In order to avoid losing steps, do not change the microstep resolution on the fly.

. Up to 8.2 A. Select a  current setting closest to your  motor's 
required current.
The current will automatically reduced to 60% of the selected operating current 0.4 second after  the last pulse. 

2Theoretically, this will reduce motor heating to 36% (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
PUL+ and PUL- are for the pulse command signal. DIR+ and DIR- are for the direction control signal. ENA+ and ENA- 
are for the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting when +12V or  +24V is used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.

Microstep resolution is set by  SW1, 2, 3, 4 of  the DIP switch

Operating current is set by SW5, 6, 7, 8 of  the DIP switch

Recommended to use power supplies  with output of 80 VAC to 220 VAC, leaving room for power fluctuation and back-
EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power and alarm signals. When the Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the alarm signal 
output will be pulled down from High Level (4.0V-5.0V) to Low Level  (0 - 0.5V ), and motor shaft will be free.  Reset the 
drive by re-powering it to  make it function properly after  removing problem(s). 

The drive uses  an 8-bit DIP switch to set  microstep resolution, and motor 
operating current, as shown below:

Introduction

Applications

The M415B is a micro size high performance microstepping drive based on one of the most 
advanced technologies in the world today. It's suitable for driving any 2-phase and 4-phase 
hybrid stepping motors. By using advanced bipolar constant-current chopping technique, it 
can output more speed and power from the same motor, compared with traditional drives like 
L/R drivers.

Suitable for a wide range of stepping motors from NEMA10 to NEMA23.  Widely used in 
various kinds of machines, such as CNC routers, cutting machines, packing devices, pick-
place devices, and so on. Particularly suitable for the applications require low cost, low noise, 
low heating.

7 selectable microstep resolutions up  to 12,800 steps/rev. Set by SW4, 5, 6  of the DIP switch. In order  to avoid losing 
steps, do not change the microstep on the fly.
The first three bits (SW1,  2, 3) of the DIP switch  are used to set the operating current, which is up to 1.5 A.. Select a 
setting closest to your motor's  required current.
The current will automatically reduced to 60% of the selected  operating current 0.4 second after  the last pulse. 

2Theoretically, this will reduce motor heating to 36%  (due to P=I *R) of the original value.
OPTO is for the opto-coupler power  supply, and its typical voltage is +5V. PUL is for the pulse command signal. DIR is 
for direction control signal. ENA is for  the enable/ disable control signal. Series connect resistors for current-limiting
when +12V or +24V is  used.
A+, A- and B+, B- are for  motor connections. Exchanging the connection of two wires for a  coil to the drive will  reverse 
default motion direction.
Recommended to use power supplies  with output of +18 to  36VDC, leaving room for power  fluctuation and back-EMF.
There are two LED indicators on the drive for power  and alarm signals. When the  Green LED is on means the drive is 
powered up, and when the  Red LED is on means the drive is in fault  status. When in fault status,  the motor shaft will 
be free. Reset the drive  by re-powering it to make it function properly after removing problem(s).

This M415B uses a 6-bit DIP switch to set microstep resolution, 
and motor operating current, as shown below.





There are three basic stepping  motor types. They are variable-reluctance, permanent-magnet  and hybrid. 
Variable-reluctance (VR)
This type of motor consists  of a soft iron multi-toothed rotor and a wound stator. When the  stator windings are energized with  DC current the 
poles become magnetized. Rotation occurs  when the rotor teeth are attracted to the energized stator  poles.
Permanent Magnet (PM)
Often referred to as a  "tin can" or "canstock" motor, the permanent magnet step motor is a  low cost and low resolution type motor. PM motors 
as the name implies have  permanent magnets added to the motor structure. The magnetized rotor poles  provide an increased magnetic flux
intensity and because of this  the PM motor exhibits improved  torque characteristics when compared with  the VR type.
Hybrid (HB)
The hybrid stepping motor provides  better performance with respect to  step resolution, torque and speed.  The hybrid stepping motor 
combines the best features of  both the PM and VR type stepping motors. The rotor is  multi-toothed like the VR motor and contains an axially 
magnetized concentric magnet around its  shaft. This further increases the detent,  holding and dynamic torque characteristics of the motor 
when compared with both the  VR and PM types. Generally  speaking, the hybrid motor may be the better choice along with reducing cost, for 
it offers better performance with respect  to step resolution, torque and  speed. 

You can follow the following steps to choose a  stepping motor.
1. Determining the Drive Mechanism Component
Determine the mechanism and required  specifications. First, determine certain features of  the design, such as mechanism, rough dimensions, distances 
moved, and positioning period.
2. Calculate the Required Resolution
Find the resolution the motor  requires. From the required resolution,  determine whether a motor only  or a geared motor is to be used. The resolution 
and positioning accuracy of a stepping motor system is affected by several factors the stepping angle, the selected  drive mode (full-step, half-step or
microstepping), and the gear rate.
3. Determine the Operating Pattern
Determine the operating pattern that fulfills the required specifications. Find  the acceleration (deceleration) period and operating pulse speed in order to 
calculate the acceleration torque.
4. Calculate the Required Torque
Calculate the load torque and acceleration torque and find the  required torque demanded by the motor.
5. Select the Motor
Make a provisional selection of  a motor based on required  torque. Determine the motor to  be used from the speed-torque characteristics.
6. Check the Selected Motor
Confirm the acceleration/deceleration rate and inertia ratio.

A stepping motor is an electromechanical device which converts electrical pulses into  discrete mechanical movements. The shaft or  spindle of 
a stepping motor rotates in  discrete step increments when electrical  command pulses are applied to  it in a proper sequence.  The motor 
rotation has several direct relationships  to these applied input pulses. The sequence of the applied pulses is directly related to the  direction of 
motor shafts rotation. The speed of  the motor shafts rotation is  directly related to the frequency  of the input pulses and the length of rotation is
directly related to the number  of input pulses applied. 

Driver

 The length of rotation is directly related  to the number of input pulses  applied. 

A stepping motor can be a good choice whenever controlled movement 
is required. They can be used  in applications where you need to control 
rotation angle, speed, position and  synchronism. Because of the 
inherent advantages, stepping motors have found their places in many
different applications, such as CNC routers,  laser machines, and so on.

Leadshine offers 2-phase and 3-phase stepping motors from NEMA14 to NEMA51. Made of high quality cold  roll sheet copper and anti-high
temperature permanent magnet, these stepping motors are highly reliable and generate low motor heating. Because of their nice internal 
damping characteristics, those stepping motors can run very smoothly and have no obvious resonance area  within the whole speed ranges.

The M series drives can drive any 2-phase, 4-phase hybrid  stepping motors, including 4-lead, 6-lead and 8-lead motors. Step angle  of the 
motors can be 1.8 or  0.9 degree. For 6-lead and 8-lead stepping motors, different connections have different performance shown in the 
following figures.















Suitable for small  to medium automation machinery and equipment,  such as large format printers, engraving machines, electronics manufacturing
equipment, pick and place machines, packing machines, and etc.  Particularly suited to  applications requiring high speed, high precision,  high reliability 
and low motor  noise.

Leadshine's fully digital  ACS and ACH series servo drives are developed with 32-bit DSP control technology based on advanced control algorithm. 
Because of their high performance and highly competitive price,  they are ideal  for replacing many popular AC servo drives  available on the market. 
The AC servo drives accept input commands of PUL/DIR signals, so they can be used to  upgrade stepping drives to ACS and ACH series servo 
drives without modifying control systems, offering higher precision, higher speed, lower heating and lower noise  performance.
A built-in controller can be used for  testing and tuning.  PC-based software and  handheld configuration and tuning tools can meet different tuning
environments or requirements*.



Upload and Download parameter settings
Digital oscilloscope for real-time current, velocity, position 
following error display. Measurements can be taken using the 
mouse pointer.
PID parameter settings for position loop
PI parameter settings for velocity loop
PI parameter settings for current loop
Motor parameter configuration
Electronic gear rate setting from 1/255 to 255
Position following error range setting
Encoder resolution setting
Parameter settings for self motion test (with trapezoidal 
velocity profile)
Read the latest 10 failure events and clear the events

Notes:
1. 1 PC RS232 interface is necessary
2. Leadshine offers a cable for interfacing the drive to an 
RS232 port on the computer. USB-to-Serial converter also 
available.

Similar to most HMI of servo drives from other manufacturers
PID parameter settings for position loop
Electronic gear rate setting from 1/255 to 255
Position following error range setting
Real-time current, velocity, position following error display.
Parameter settings for self motion test (with trapezoidal 
velocity profile)
Read the latest 10 failure events and clear the events

Notes:
1. Leadshine offers a special cable for communication 
between the drive and STU-ACS handheld tuner.Leadshine offers PC based and handheld configuration & tuning tools to meet different requirements and configuration and tuning 

environments. The user can tune the ACS series drives with two different tuning tools, including ProTuner (Windows based setup 
software) and STU-ACS  (Handheld servo tuning unit)*.

(a) Although both regulated and unregulated power  supplies can be used to power  the drives, unregulated power supplies are preferred due to  their 
ability to withstand current surge. Select  a power supply  with output voltage equal to or approaching the rated  voltage of the chosen motor. An 
external electrolytic capacitor  with rated voltage  greater than 1.3 times the voltage of power supply should be added between the power  input 
terminals if voltage ripples is greater  than 5% of  rated voltage of the power supply. Rated power of the  power supply should be greater than 1.2 
times the power  of the servo motor. The greater the power of the power supply the better, especially in applications requiring quick acceleration.

o o o o(b) The drive's  working temperature should be lower than  70 C (158 F), and motor working temperature should be lower than  80 C (176 F). Use 
forced cooling to  cool the system if necessary.
(c) To improve anti-interference performance of the system,  use twisted pair  shield cable for control signals and correctly ground the  system. To 
prevent noise coupling  on pulse/direction signals,  pulse/direction signal wires,  motor wires and power wires should  not be tied up together. Separate 
them by at  least 10 centimeters (4 inches) to  avoid signals generated  by the motor  interfering pulse and direction signals, causing  motor position 
error, system instability and other failures.
(d) Don't pull  and plug motor  or power wires  while a drive is powered ON,  high current flowing through motor coils  (even when stopped).  Pulling or 
plugging motor or  power wires with  power on will  cause extremely high voltage surge, which may damage the drive.
(e) If a  power supply serves several drives, connecting  the drives separately  (each in a  star arrangement) is  recommended instead of  daisy-chain 
arrangement.
(f) A rotating motor and  load has kinetic  energy. When the motor and load stops rotating, the energy  must either be stored or dissipated.  The drive's 
capacitors are capable of storing a certain amount of  this energy. Any energy beyond this must be dissipated by the braking/regen resistor. A 75ohm 
100W regen resistor  is enough for  most of applications using ACM series and BLM series servo  motors. A lower resistance and higher power 
braking should be used if more  energy must be dissipated. 
(g) PUL, DIR  and ENA signals should meet the voltage  and timing requirements as set out  in the following diagrams:



Leadshine's ACS806 is a highly cost-effective, fully digital AC servo drive. It has a wide input voltage covering 20 VDC to 
80 VDC, and is suitable for 50 W to 400 W AC servo motors. High reliability, compact size and ease of use make the 
ACS806 an ideal choice for new installations and as replacement for a range of popular drives on the market. 

Suitable for small to medium automation machinery and equipment, such as large format printers, engraving machines, electronics 
manufacturing equipment, pick  and place machines,  packing machines, and etc. Particularly suited  to applications requiring  high 
speed, high precision,  high reliability and low motor noise.



Suitable for small to medium automation machinery and equipment, such as large format printers, engraving machines, electronics 
manufacturing equipment, pick and place machines,  packing machines, and  etc. Particularly suited  to applications requiring  high 
speed, high precision,  high reliability and low motor noise.

Leadshine's ACS606 is a simple, fully digital brushless DC/AC servo drive. It features high reliability, compact size and 
PUL/DIR/ENA input signals that match those used by stepping motor drives, allowing a drop-in upgrade for older 
systems.

The simple drive supports position control (for velocity or torque control modes, see the ACS806 or ACHxxxx drives) and 
tuning is accomplished with PC-based or handheld tools. It accepts a wide input voltage range (18 VDC to 60 VDC) and 
is suitable for driving 25 W to 200 W AC or DC brushless motors.



Suitable for small to medium automation machinery and equipment, such as large format printers, engraving machines, electronics 
manufacturing equipment, pick and place machines,  packing machines, and  etc. Particularly suited  to applications requiring  high 
speed, high precision,  high reliability and low motor noise.

Leadshine's ACS306 is a  simple, fully digital  brushless DC/AC servo drive. It features  high reliability, compact size and PUL/DIR/ENA 
input signals that match those used by stepper motor drives, allowing a drop-in upgrade for older systems.

The simple drive  supports position control  (for velocity or  torque control modes, see the ACS806 and  ACHxxxx drives) and tuning  is 
accomplished with PC-based or handheld tools.  It accepts a  wide input voltage range (18 VDC to 30 VDC) and is suitable  for 
driving 25 W to 150 W DC or AC brushless motors.



The ACM series of  AC servo motors offer high performance with  modes ranging from 100W to 1500W*. Mounting is compatible  with Panasonic and
Fuji AC servo motors.  Standard models come with a standard 2500-line differential encoders with index slits   (A, B, Z), and Hall Sensors  (U, V, W). 

When driven by  Leadshine ACS series and ACH series servo drives,  the ACM series motors meet application requirements  from as low as 1 rpm to 
as high as  4000 rpm.



Leadshine's BLM series of brushless DC servo motors offer high  performance in costeffective packages.  The series boasts rated
speeds of 3000 RPM and come standard with 1000-line differential encoders (A, B)  and Hall sensors (U, V, W).

When driven by Leadshine's ACS series servo motor drivers the BLM and 57BL series motors  meet application requirements
from as low as 1 RPM to as high as 4000 RPM. They offer AC-servo-like performance including high reliability, high speed, high
precision, low motor noise and low levels of motor heating.

The BLM series is flange mount and has been designed to be compatible with NEMA23 stepping motors. The 57BL series
features a compact, screw-mount body.



Applications
Widely used in  large format inkjet  printers, solvent printers,  small and medium engraving machines, electronic manufacturing, NC machines,  packing 
machines and production line equipment. These brushed DC servo drives are particularly  suited to systems that require high  precision and high
speed at low cost.

The DCS series drives are fully  digital brushed servo  drives developed with  high speed DSP and advanced algorithms  for smooth motion control. 
Opto-isolated pulse and  direction control inputs allow the drives to be drop-in  replacements for stepping motor drives. In  low power motion control 
applications DC servo  motor systems perform as well as  or better than AC servo motor systems with high precision,  high stability and low noise at
far lower costs.

The DCS series  drives are very easy to use.  Leadshine supplies PC-based  ProTuner software for Windows. A handheld tuning and configuration tool, 
the STU-DCS allows  configuration of the drives out in  the field.

The DCS303 is  a micro-size (86  55.5  20.5 mm or  3.4  2.2  0.81 inches) brushed DC servo drive.  It is ideal  for low power  applications 
with limited mounting  space.

The DSC810S is  designed to replace the DB810-50V which was widely used in inkjet printers.  It offers improved performance with the same 
electrical connections.

The DCS810 has differential command and encoder feedback inputs and offers better anti-interference performance.

The DCS811 features high speed response and full closed-loop control.  It can drive a brushed DC motor without an encoder and use feedback 
signals from an  encoder or linear  scale attached directly  to the load.  Electronic damping and fast torque control  technology allow the DCS811 to 
provide fast response with good vibration  suppression. The drive is particularly suited to applications requiring  high precision positioning and low cost.

± ±

±



Similar to most HMI of servo drives from other manufacturers
PID parameter settings for position loop
Electronic gear rate setting from 1/255 to 255
Position following error range setting
Real-time current, velocity, position following error display.
Parameter settings for self motion test (with trapezoidal 
velocity profile)
Read the latest 10 failure events and clear the events

* Leadshine offers a special cable for communication between 
the drive and the STU-DCS handheld tuner. 

Upload and Download parameter settings
Digital oscilloscope for real-time current, velocity, position 
following error display. Measurements can be taken using the 
mouse pointer.
PID parameter settings for position loop
PI parameter settings for current loop
Electronic gear rate setting from 1/255 to 255
Position following error range setting
Encoder resolution setting
Parameter settings for self motion test (with trapezoidal 
velocity profile)
Read the latest 10 failure events and clear the events

*   1 PC RS232 interface is necessary
**  Leadshine offers a cable for interfacing the drive to an 
RS232 port on the computer. USB-to-RS232 converter also 
available.

(a) Although both regulated and unregulated power  supplies can be used to power  the drives, unregulated power supplies are preferred due to  their 
ability to withstand  current surge. Select a power supply with output voltage  equal/approach to rated voltage of the chosen motor. An external 
electrolytic capacitor (rated  voltage > 1.3 times of the voltage of power  supply) should be added between power  input terminals if  voltage ripples is
larger than 5%  of power supply rated voltage. Rated power of the  power supply should be larger than 1.2 times of  the power of the servo motor. 
The larger the power of the power supply, the better, especially in applications requiring  quick acceleration.

o o o o(b) Drive's working  temperature should be lower than 70 C (or 158 F), and motor  working temperature should be lower than 80 C (or 176 F). Use 
forced cooling to  cool the system if necessary.
(c) To improve anti-interference performance of the system,  use twisted pair  shield cable for control signals and correctly ground the  system. To 
prevent noise coupled on pulse/direction signal,  pulse/direction signal wires,  motors and power  wires should not  be tied up together. Separate them 
by at least  10 centimeters (4  inches) to avoid  disturbing signals generated by motor, which will  easily disturb pulse and direction signals,  causing 
motor position error, system instability and other  failures.
(d) Don't pull  and plug motor  & power wires while a drive  is powered ON,  is high current  flowing through motor  coils (even stopped).  Pulling or 
plugging motor or  power wires with  power on will  cause extremely high voltage surge, which could damage the drive.
(e) If a  power supply serves several drives, connecting  those drives separately  is recommended instead of daisy-chaining connection.
(f) In order  to avoid some fault operations and deviations, PUL, DIR  and ENA signals should abide by some rules, shown as  following diagrams:

Leadshine offers PC based and handheld configuration and tuning tools to meet different requirements and configuration and 
tuning environments. The user can tune the DCS series drives with two different tuning tools, including Pro Tuner (Windows based 
setup software) and STU-DCS  (Handheld servo tuning unit).



Suitable for a  wide range of  equipment and instruments such as inkjet  printers, solvent printers,  cutting plotters, medical  equipment, 
small automation machines, and etc. Particularly  suited to applications  requiring minimal vibration,  low noise, high  speed and high
precision.

The DCS303 is  a micro-size brushed DC servo drive  delivering power up  to 90 W. It  is ideal for  low power applications  with limited 
mounting space. Features  include high reliability, easy-to-use, and micro-size.

The DCS303 supports an encoder with single-ended A, B signals. If the encoder drains less than 50mA, the DCS303 
can supply the encoder directly, and connect it as Figure (a). If the encoder drains more than 50mA, use an external DC 
supply and connect it as Figure (b). Note that twisted-pair shielded cabling provides the best immunity in electrically 
noisy environments.



The DCS810 is a digital brushed DC servo drive delivering power up to 400 W, features high driving and anti-interference 
performance. Particularly suited  to electrically noisy  environments with strong external interference, complicated  wirings in a small 
room.

Suitable for a  wide range of  equipment and machines  such as inkjet  printers, solvent printers,  small and medium  engraving 
machines, electronic manufacturing,  NC machines, packing  equipments, and etc.  Particularly suited to applications requiring minimal
vibration, low noise,  high speed, high  precision and good anti-interference performance.



Suitable for a wide range of  equipment and machines  such as inkjet  printers, solvent printers,  small and medium engraving 
machines, electronic manufacturing,  NC machines, packing machines, and etc.  Particularly suited to  applications requiring minimal
vibration, low noise,  high speed, high  precision.

The DCS810S is  a digital brushed DC servo drive  delivering power up  to 400 W.  The DSC810S is designed to replace the  DB810-
50V which was widely used in inkjet printers. It offers improved performance with the same electrical connections. There are two DIP 
switches (SW1 and SW2) can be  used to select  4 group servo parameters stored in  EEPROM of the  drive. Users can  select one 
group of these servo parameters to optimize the performance for different applications,  in which using  different motors or having 
different load. 

* There are two DIP switches (SW1 and SW2) can be used to select 4 groups servo parameters stored in EEPROM of the drive. The 
user can select one group of these servo parameters to optimize the performance for different applications, in which using different 
motors or having different load. For most applications, these two DIP switches should be both on OFF positions (Factory Default Status), 
for saving and selecting the user's own servo parameters, NOT other 3 groups for dedicated applications.



The DCM50xxx/57xxx series motors are permanent magnet brushed DC servo motors. The motors  are high quality and cost-
effective, making them ideal for cost  sensitive applications. All of  them come with  an attached encoder  which provides position
feedback to controllers. Mounting dimensions of DCM57xxx brush servo motors are the same as those of NEMA23 stepping motors.

The DCM5xxxx series brushed DC servo motors are widely used in inkjet printers, medical equipment, measuring devices, 
engraving machines, electronic packing equipment, and  so on. Particularly suited to the  applications requiring minimal  vibration, 
super-low noise, high  precision and high speed.



DCM50xxx-1000 is a screw mounted motor including a 1000 line encoder (single-ended output), such as the 
DCM50202A-1000, DCM50205-1000, DCM50207-1000.
DCM50xxx-500 is a screw mounted motor including a single-ended 500 line encoder (single-ended output), such as the 
DCM50202A-500, the DCM50205-500 and the DCM50207-500.
DCM57xxx-1000 is a flange mounted motor including a single-ended 1000 line encoder, such as the DCM57202-1000, 
the DCM57205-1000 and the DCM57207-1000.
DCM57xxx-500 is a flange mounted motor including a single-ended 500 line encoder, such as the DCM57202-500, the 
DCM57205-500 and the DCM57207-500.
DCM50xxxD-1000 is a screw mounted motor including a differential 1000 line encoder, such as the DCM50202AD-1000, 
the DCM50205D-1000 and the DCM50207D-1000.
DCM50xxxD-500 is a screw mounted motor including a differential 500 line encoder, such as the DCM50202AD-500, the 
DCM50205D-500 and the DCM50207D-500.
DCM57xxxD-1000 is a flange mounted motor including a differential 1000 line encoder, such as the DCM57202D-1000 , 
the DCM57205D-1000 and the DCM57207D-1000.
DCM57xxxD-500 is a flange mounted motor including a differential 500 line encoder, such as the DCM57202D-500, the 
DCM57205D-500 and the DCM57207D-500.

Note: The DCM5xxxx-1000 motor includes an attached  1000 line encoder  and the DCM5xxxx-500 motor includes an attached 500 line encoder. The 
Z (Index) signal  is NOT offered by standard models,  please contact Leadshine if an encoder  with Z  (Index)  signal is required.



The SPS series switching mode power supplies are specifically designed to power inductive loads generated  in stepping and servo systems.
The normal regulated switching power  supplies popular on the market  are usually working with bad reliability and low efficiency when used in 
stepping and servo driving, this  is because that the conventional  switching power supplies are designed for the constant and unvarying loads. 
Whereas, when the stepping or  servo system running, the driving current varies extremely fast, which  is belonged to inductive load,  herein the 
drives and power supplies would be damaged easily if used  normal power supplies. SPS  series supplies are capable of delivering current to 
drives without affecting the reliability due to their unregulated specialty and bulky capacitors. By selecting appropriate  model, one power supply 
can supply 1-3 drives, saving the average cost of per  shaft.

Introduction



SPS Series

PS Series

The PS series linear power  supplies are specially designed to  power stepping and servo systems. They are unregulated power supplies and
have better ability to withstand current surge than traditional switching mode power supplies. 
The user may use an unregulated power supply of lower  current rating than that of  motor (typically 50% 70% of motor current). The reason
is that the drive draws current from the power supply  capacitor of the unregulated supply only during the ON duration of the PWM cycle, but
not during the OFF duration.  Therefore, the average current withdrawn from power supply is considerably less  than motor current. For 
example, two 3A motors can be well  supplied by one unregulated power  supply of 4A rating.
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A variety of controllers handle motion control  today. Depending on the application, a bus-based, stand-alone,  or network motion controller may
be needed. There are three popular  data communication technologies or protocols,  are ued in motion control: PC bus, such as peripheral
component interconnect (PCI), fieldbus and Ethernet. Each has its place in industrial control . 
PCI Bus.
PCI bus architecture offers the highest data transfer rate between peripheral  devices and a PC  about 20 times greater than  either Ethernet 
or fieldbus. There are several advantages to PC-based motion control including lower system cost, flexibility, continuous improvement of PC
technology, easy to make an user-friendly software and ease of integration with other PC-based components, such as PC-based  machine 
vision or data acquisition. A single platform can synchronize each of these pieces to  one another, opening up new possibilities for  automated 
inspection.
However, the PCI architecture offers only a bus-based approach. In applications where the motion controller has to handle functions 
independent of a PC or  in cases where the machine doesn't have PC control, PCI  architecture doesn't work. However, most fieldbus or
Ethernet controllers can operate as stand-alone devices. Nevertheless, the trend toward integrating vision and motion system software can 
increase the use of the PC-based motion controllers among applications that need high-level precision.
Fieldbus.
Originally designed as a replacement  for the 4-20mA analog control method, fieldbus is a generic term that  covers many different industrial 
network protocols. Two of the most popular protocols  are DeviceNet and Profibus. Generally, fieldbus protocols originate with specific 
programmable logic controller (PLC) manufacturers,  and their performance and hardware interfaces differ. Software is a key component in  the 
fieldbus standard, and such equipment often required custom software to  make the systems work. 
Ethernet.
Ethernet offers a variety of advantages for today's motion control needs.  It's usually incorporated into a motion control system through a  stand-
alone controller connected to the PC or network using a standard Ethernet cable.
Using Ethernet TCP/IP can help eliminate the problems inherent with PCI  architecture. Ethernet devices are stand-alone and outside the PC. 
And another important advantage of the Ethernet protocol is its  inherent scalability.
Most supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) networks use TCP/IP over  Ethernet as the network protocol and physical layer. If a 
motion controller must connect to a factory network through a  network interface, Ethernet motion controller  is a good choice.

Since releasing its first motion  controller in 1997, Leadshine has been developing new products to  meet the needs of its  customers in a wide 
range of industries. Today, thousands of Leadshine motion controllers are deployed around the world in hundreds of  industries. These 
applications include PCB drilling and  milling machines, coordinate measuring machines (CMM), laser welding machines, v

robotics, electronic assembly and measurement equipment, AOI machines, screen printing machines, and so on.

Leadshine is distinguished from others by providing motion controllers that  are highly reliable, cost-effective, and easy-to-use.  Leadshine's full 
line of motion controllers includes  single and multi-axis, bus-based and stand-alone controllers. Available interface options for international 
markets include PCI bus, Ethernet,  USB and RS232 for the  moment. By using one ASIC microcomputer, Leadshine's controllers provide high 
speed performance and can handle many modes of motion such  as point-to-point positioning, jogging, linear and circular interpolation, 
continuous interpolation and helix interpolation.

All of them are SMT processed with high reliability. They are suitable for stepping  and digital servo control systems.  Leadshine offers drivers, 
demo software, and documents to  help the users to develop their own application software with G code or VB/VC/C++ Builder/LabVIEW in 
Window95/98/2000/NT/XP.

ision and photo 
composition automation, electronic manufacturing and assembly, measurement device, biotech sampling and handing, LCD manufacturing, 

Linear interpolation extends the point-to-point approach to include coordinated motion  between two or more axes.  Linear interpolation specifies 
a target destination in two or three dimensional space. Axes move in  concert plotting a direct path to the specified destination. 
Circular interpolation also involves coordination of multiple axes. Circular interpolation is a hardware feature of  many controllers that creates 
smooth circular paths without chordal error by connecting several short  linear moves or chords. The combination of circular and linear 
interpolation enables the creation of  many complex trajectories. 
Some paths, however, can not be defined using simple lines and arcs.  Such complex paths require controllers that support contouring. 
Contouring can be used for special applications like complex CNC machining, earthquake simulation. 

Controllers generate several types of  motion profiles including point-to-point, linear/circular  interpolation, and contouring. 
Point-to-point motion is the most  basic type of controlled motion. As the name implies, an axis is  made to move from one position to another. 
Point-to-point motion is used in  applications where complex trajectories are not important such as moving  a slide to a certain position or 
indexing a conveyor belt. 



Its DLL offers up to 40 API functions,  and the user  can program with VB/VC/C++ Builder/ LabView in  a short time.

Code Example
#Include<dmc1000.h>
void main(void)
{
   int card=d1000_board_init();
   d1000_set_command_pos(0,0);
   d1000_start_sa_move (0,3000,100,2000,0.1);    //  Move Axis0 to the position 3000
   while(d1000_get_command_pos (0) >1000);     // Chang speed of Axis 0 to  2200
   d1000_change_speed(0,2200);                        //  after it reaches the  position 1000
   while(d1000_check_done(0)==1);  // Wait until Axis0 stops
}

build an intended

High precision X-Y-Z table,
PC-based CNC machining center,
High precision rotation control device,
Packing machines,
Semiconductor, LCD manufacturing,
Laboratory automation, and etc.

The DMC1000B is an extremely  cost-effective motion controller. However, it still provides a variety of motion control functions for  1 axis to 4 
axes stepping or digital servo systems. Its pulse output frequency is up to 1.2 MHz with trapezoidal and S-curve velocity  profiles 
acceleration/deceleration. In single axis operation,  change position and speed on the fly are available.
It supports  PUL/DIR, CW/CCW, single-ened, differential commanding signals,  and offers 20 general purpose digital  inputs and 16 general 
purpose digital outputs, making easier  to build an integrated system.
Motion1000 demo software, a Microsoft  Windows based software is equipped with the DMC1000 for supporting application development. It is 
very helpful for verifying and  testing a motion control system during the design phase of  a project. Besides this demo software, a Windows 
version function library (DLL) is  included for programmers using VB/VC/C++ Builder/LabVIEW programming languages. Several sample
programs are given to illustrate how to use the function library in WINDOWS XP/2000/NT/98/WIN7.



DMC2410 Highly Cost-effective motion controller
CABLE68-2.0 Cable for X1 connector and TB68 (2m)
TB68 Terminal board for X1 connector
EB37 40-pin IDE to 37-pin MCR connector  with bracket
CABLE37-2.0 Cable for EB37 (X2, X3 connectors)  and TB37 (2m)
TB37 Terminal board for X2, X3 connectors

Upgrade TB68 and TB37,  offering 
better anti-interference performance. 4 
D-sub connectors, and each D-sub
connector includes all signals for  one 
axis, easier for wiring and  connecting.

Vision and  photo composition automation
Electronic manufacturing and assembly
Measurement device
Biotech sampling and handing
Laser processing
CNC machines

Highly Cost-effective Motion Controller
The DMC2410B is a highly cost-effective PCI-bus motion controller. It offers 1 axis to  4 axes motion control for  stepping systems or digital 
servo systems to accomplish various operations. Compare to the DMC1000B,  it provides better performance in  pulse output frequency and 
interpolation. What's more, it offers incremental  encoder interface on all four  axes. 
Linear and Circular Interpolation
In multi-axis operation, the DMC2410B provides linear interpolation by any 2, any 3, or even all-4 axes. Any 2 axes can perform circular 
interpolation. And all the interpolation are done by hardware, so it offers much better interpolation performance than the controllers using 
software interpolations.
Continuous Interpolation
The DMC2410B supports continuous interpolation with velocity continuity in multi-axes operation.
Change Position and Speed on The Fly
In single axis operation, change position and speed on the fly are available, making a much complicated velocity profile can be achieved.
Position Latching and Comparing
With the help of on board FIFO, the DMC2410 can also perform precise and extremely fast position latching, position compare  and trigger 
functions without consuming CPU resource.
Simultaneous Start and Stop
Multiple DMC2410B controllers can be used in one computer. If there are two or more DMC2410B controllers,  simultaneous start/stop control 
on all concerned axes is  possible.



Electronic manufacturing and assembly,
Vision and  photo composition automation
Measurement device
Biotech sampling and handing
Laser processing
Robotics
CNC machines
Laboratory automation

The DMC5480 is a high  performance PCI-bus motion controller. It can generate pulse control signals (up to  8 MHz) to control 4  axes stepping 
or digital servo systems.

As a motion controller, it provides trapezoidal  and S-curve velocity profiles acceleration/deceleration,  circular interpolation between any two
axes, linear interpolation between 2~4 axes, continuous interpolation with velocity  continuity in multi-axes operation. In  single axis operation, 
change position and speed on the fly are available. It  offers13 home return modes. Since these  functions needing complex computations are
done internally on the ASIC, the computer's  CPU is free to supervise and perform other tasks. 

Multiple DMC5480 controllers can be used in one computer. Incremental encoder interface on all four axes provide the ability to correct 
positioning errors generated by inaccurate mechanical transmissions. With the help of on board FIFO, the  DMC5480 can also perform precise
and extremely fast position compare and trigger function without consuming CPU resource. In addition, mechanical  sensor interface, servo 
motor interface and general-purpose I/O signals are provided for system integration. 

Motion5480 demo software, a Microsoft  Windows based software is equipped with the DMC5480 card for  supporting application development. 
It is very helpful for  verifying and testing a motion control system during the design phase of a project. Besides this demo software, a Windows
version function library (DLL) is  included for programmers using VB/VC/C++  Builder/LabVIEW programming languages. Several sample
programs are given to illustrate how to use the function library in WINDOWS XP/2000/NT/98/WIN7.

Upgrade TB68 and TB37,  offering 
better anti-interference performance. 4 
D-sub connectors, and each D-sub
connector includes all signals for  one 
axis, easier for wiring and connecting.



ENC7480

Designed to interface industry standard rotary shaft encoders and linear encoders to PC compatible computers,  the ENC7480 incremental 
encoder interface makes it possible  to measure position, velocity and acceleration in such wide ranging applications as co-ordinate measuring 
machines, robotics and CNC machine tools.
Based on a custom designed ASIC quadrature counter, the ENC7480 interface card provides four  independent encoder channels each with a 
28-bit position counter with a  maximum count rate of 4MHz.  The ENC7480 contains a powerful event  system which allows events generated
by a trigger signal to  latch encoder positions. Further more,  64 digital I/O are provided.
A comprehensive software support package includes libraries and examples for modern rapid application development tools such as Visual 
Basic, Visual C. Plug and Play  software support for Windows 98/2000/ME/XP and NT enables simple installation and automatic  configuration 
of up to 5 interfaces  supporting a total of 20 encoders.
The ENC7480 enables both OEMs  and end users to create powerful and highly flexible PC based measurement systems.

32-bit PCI Bus, plug and play
4-axis 28-bit counters, up to 5 MHz (X4 is 20 MHz)
Counters for quadrature AB phase encoder or general purpose up/down counter
Supports differential and single-ended inputs
Latches 4 axes' positions by  2 triggers with interrupt function
Auxiliary +5V encoder supply
32 DI and 32 DO, 32 of 51 inputs with  interrupt function, initial level of  32 outputs settable.
LED and buzzer outputs, which  are synchronous with trigger signals
One 37-pin rugged connector for  encoder signals, two 40-pin header  connectors for I/O

Features:

Manual CMM machines position measurement,  Measurement systems
Automation & process control
Control system diagnostics
Metrology

Notes:
For most applications, please choose CABLE37 and ACC37-74ENC for wiring. If the application need I/O extension, the user will need 1 or  2 
set of EB37, CABLE37 and ACC37-74ENC additionally.
For manual CMM machines, usually   the CABLE37-015-5B breakout cable is  a more convenient choice. 
Please contact Leadshine if the user want to custom a  breakout cable. 



1.

2. Stand-alone Mode
    Then SMC6480 can work in stand-alone mode, and the user can

make an application program with  G code.

 Master-slave Control Mode
    The SMC6480 supports master-slave control mode.  The user can 

realize real-time control by using  a computer as a master  controller. 
The application software developed with  VB/VC/C++ Build/LabView 
on master computer can control  or communicate with the 
SMC6480 over Ethernet. 

Electronic assembly and measurement equipment
Semiconductor and LCD manufacturing &  measurement equipment
Laser cutting/engraving/marking equipment
Biotech sampling and handing device
Robotics
Special CNC machines

Ethernet supports multiple masters and slaves. 
TCP/IP protocol for long-range control
Pulse output rate up to  5 MHz
2~4 axes linear interpolation
2 axes circular interpolation
Multi-axis continuous interpolation
Good contouring performance with the advanced path planning  software
Support BASIC and G code in stand-alone mode
2 D/A and 2 PWM outputs for custom use
Support touch screen and USB flash disk, easy-to-use

The SMC6480 is a high performance, Ethernet motion controller, which based on a 32-bit RISC CPU and a FPGA. It offers 1 axis   to 4 axes 
motion control for stepping motors or servo motors to accomplish  various operations. The SMC6480 can operate stand-alone or interface to  a 
PC and USB flash disk over Ethernet and USB interface.

In multi-axis operation, the SMC6480 provides linear interpolation by any 2, any 3, or even all-4 axes. Any 2 axes can perform circular 
interpolation. And the SMC6480 supports the continuous interpolation function. All interpolations are realized by hardware, so faster 
interpolation speed, better interpolation accuracy and higher stability. 

supports standard ISO G code programming. The user can edit G  code program with text 
monitor, touch screen or on a PC before downloading the program to the controller over Ethernet or  USB interface or USB flash  disk. 

The SMC6480 supports master-slave control  mode. The user can realize real-time control by using a computer  as a master  controller. The 
application software developed with VB/VC/C++ Build/LabView on master computer can control  or communicate with the SMC6480 over 
Ethernet.

The SMC6480 can work in  stand-alone mode, and 



High performance stand-alone 4-axis motion controller
The SMC6400B is a high  performance, stand-alone motion controller, which based on a 32-bit RISC CPU. It  offers 1 to 4 axes motion control 
for stepping motors or servo motors to accomplish various operations.  The SMC6400 can operate stand-alone or  interface to a PC and USB 
flash disk with USB interface.
G code programming
The SMC6400 supports standard ISO G code programming. The user can  edit G code program with  text monitor, touch screen or on a PC 
before downloading the program to the controller through USB interface or USB flash disk.
Teaching-playback function
The controller supports teaching-playback function.  The user can generate simple program by using text monitor or   touch screen when the 
controller in teach-in mode, so the user does not need  to learn any program  language.
Communication Interfaces
The user can download user  program and configure the controller  through PC's USB interface, in  addition, user program can be changed 
while the SMC6400 operating under  stand-alone condition when start-up with  an USB flash disk which has stored user program. 
Program memory
User program memory capacity up to 32M flash and each user program can be up to 5000 rows G code,  128 kByte.
Linear, circular interpolation and continuous contouring
In multi-axis operation, the SMC6400  provides linear interpolation by any 2, any 3, or even all-4 axes. Any 2 axes can perform circular 
interpolation. And the SMC6400 supports the continuous interpolation function.
Supports master-slave control mode
The SMC6400 supports master-slave control  mode. The user can realize real-time control by using PC as  a master  controller. 

Operates stand-alone or interfaces to a PC or USB flash disk with USB interface
Supports G code/VB/VC programming
Pulse output rate up to  5 MHz
6 pulse/dir output modes: Pulse /DIR, CW/CCW etc.
2~4 axes linear interpolation
2 axes circular interpolation
Multi-axis continuous interpolation
Teach and playback
2 home return modes
Trapezoidal and S-curve velocity profiles programmable
Multi-axis, simultaneous start/stop
Position limit and return home signals for each axis 
Standard servo motor control signal  for each axis
16 digital inputs, 24 digital  outputs
Touch screen and text monitor  optional

Electronic assembly and measurement equipment
Semiconductor and LCD manufacturing &  measurement equipment
Laser cutting/engraving/marking equipment
Biotech sampling and handing device
Robotics
Special CNC machines


